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 What a perfect combination! I gave the authors’ previous reserve, "The Tao of Sudoku," to my
sister who loved it so much I thought We’d buy her this one. Hah! She’ll never see this
copy.Awaken! Starts out easy, in that case gets harder! Words, not really numbers, are my
factor..I browse the opening instructions however when I viewed that first block of letters, so
very much positive energy has been imbued into this publication by its collaborating creators
that my own inner oracle will need to have kicked in. I began to identify words instantly. I wrote
them down as fast as they appeared (and it was fast!) in the purchase I found them. When I later
on looked at the set of words for which we were to find, I discovered that some of the ones I’d
spotted weren’t intended to be a part of this puzzle.! I’d apparently stumbled right into a
particular “oracle” message, just for me!So this publication gave me, not merely what is
promised, but yet another degree of oracular goodness on top of what is already a multi-layered
connection with yoga for the brain. I love the idea of this book I love the idea of this book!
Disappointed The reviews I read about this book made me expect a challenge in each puzzle.
Buy that is you need Term Searches for Dummies, not if you're looking for a challenging phrase
puzzle. MINE..This book is a bit basic for my taste. I acquired these for my daughter's birthday
since she's into yoga, spiritualism, and phrase puzzles.Deeper: Discover romantic relationship
core.Blessings bring lift; Rediscover Spirit. What I found was a reading list. I am triply rich now.
Many thanks to all involved for this delightful experience! Nicely written messages with each
search. Appreciate good, sustain-able.. I had a lot of fun with this.! I really do word searches each
day, so this one can be a bit mundane. And when I examine my choices to be able, they formed
a poem.Bring open elation! UPDATE:: After using the book for about 10 webpages, the puzzles
start to get progressively harder! No diagonals or reverse words. Excellent series of books!Inner
journeys, meaningful support--- my bad center thankful!Unpredicted Fun! The puzzles aren't
ridiculously complicated, which suits us just great, plus they do get more difficult as you
progresses, as is common of most puzzle books. Highly recommended! Great Gift I gave this in
addition to "The Word Search Sage: Yoga For The Brain", to someone who loves phrase search
puzzles. The receipt actually loved it and offers enjoyed doing these searches.Here’s my poem,
if you’re curious, the order where words caught my attention, the first four among the “unofficial”
words I saw:Prana Era!And then, I also decoded a mantra as instructed by the book, and read the
accompanying oracle message printed with the puzzle. Before considering the word list, I could,
literally, browse each range until I got eventually to the bottom level, and there were all of the
words. Puzzle 53 pumped it up with some diagonal actions, but these were like Yoga for Infants.
Wake, raw life! A masterpiece! What sets this book apart are the .. I love it! A masterpiece! What
sets this book apart will be the inspirational messages preceding each puzzle, and the mantras,
which are composed of all leftover letters following the word search is complete. You will
definitely need a highlighter to decipher the mantra, especially as the puzzles get more complex.
Five Stars I'm having so much fun with this book,and getting affirmations with each puzzle on
my spiritual practice. Or was that portion of the strategy all along? I am getting excited about it
on a 5 hour plane ride and beach time! Not worth the money Too easy and very boring Awesome
Workout Super fun.! My granny loves this puzzle reserve. She's been busy for hours! Like the
insightful hidden communications in each search. Very inspiring. Authors are wonderfully linked
to life and earth Really like the insight in this. I'll need to buy another duplicate for my sister, and
there's my husband . Very inspiring Simple and profound Uplifting meditation to start out the
day and continue with a helpful mantra. It was a gift It was something special plus they loved it
Shipped fast Loved it & shopped fast!
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